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TAFT WILL TRy

POSTMASTERS IN
BUDGET SYSTEM
CONVENTION

DEFY TH E BOSSES

Beverly, Mass., Sept. 19. President
Taft intends to give the people of the
United States an opportunity to become familiar with a budget system
of estimating revenues and expenditures, whether congress approves it
or not. In a bill passed by congress,
and signed by the president, last ses
sion, it was decided that estimates
should be submitted to congress as
heretofore. ,.
The paragraph escaped the eyes of
the president at the time, but since
the session closed he has decided that
HE IS CHEERED TO ECHO WHEN HE TELLS THE PEOPLE THAT THE ISSUE IN NEW MEX- he will try to show the country the
advantages of a budget system over
ICO IS EITHER THE RULE OF THE MASSES OR CONTROL OF THE STATE BY CROOKED the present methods of estimating the
income and expenditures of the govCORPORATIONS WHICH KNOW NO PARTY AND NO FLAG- -IT
IS A GAME OF TEETER ernment.
The president, after consulting with
Secretary of the Treasury MacVeagh,
TOTTER, THE REPUBLICAN PARTY AT ONE END AND THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY ON has
reached the conclusion that there
ia nothing to, prevent Mr. MacVeagh
THE OTHER END OF THE BOARD AND WALL STREET IN THE MIDDLE.
sending along the estimates in budget
form just as a comparison and not for
use in framing bills.

SAYS THE COLONEL

Til MUh
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HE MADE A BIG HIT WITH PEOPLE

DIPLOMAT IS TRANSFERRED
TO BRUSSEL'S LEGATION.

OF THE

Washington, D. C, Sept. 19. Hugh
Gibson, of California, secretary of
the legation at Havana, who was per- sonally assaulted by a journalist nam- ed Maza, because of his efforts to col- lect the Reiliy claim, has been trans- ferred to be secretary of the legation
at Brussels.

PROGRESSIVES FEDERALS

Richmond, Va., Sept. 19. Penny
postage, parcel post, postal savings
banks, rural delivery, the classification of fourth class postmasters and
various other topics were discussed
today before the national league of
postmasters of the I'nited States in
convention here.
More than 800 postofflces
of the
third and tourti, class are in attend
ance, representing 22.000 Of the
000 postofflces in their classes.
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SECRETARY
ARE
OF

WILSON WILL
"Plainly the
declared Gov.
Woodrow Wilson, on his arrival here
today, in reference to his receptions on
his tour, which he said were "the
greatest gatherings he had ever talk-ed to since he entered public life
Besides the political side to his visit
to Detroit, the governor looked forward to another incident his introduction to Tyrus Raymond Cobb, the
Detroit baseball wonder. The governor lived and practiced law in the
same section in Georgia in which Cobb
lived. Ralph Smith, the representative
the national committee, who comes
fi'om Atlanta, Ga and who is travel- lnS with the governor, planned the
"Georgia reunion."
Chicago,

111.,

Sept. 19.
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800

TO PRE-

times are changing,"

REBEL LEADER REPORTED

MEN LEFT TO
DEFEND

VENT PRINTING
Lincoln, Neb., Sept. 19. Secretary
of State Wait today ruled that the
progressives in Nebraska are entitled
to have the names of its candidates
on the ballot at the general election
An objection had been filed by A.
Morrissey, candidate for attorney general on the democratic ticket. The
objection was based on the alleged
fraudulent nature of many of the
signatures on the petition of the

JUAREZ

Juarez, Mex., Sept. 19. Nearly 1,000
federal troops with four batteries of
artillery, beean entraininc here todav.
Tt is tint known over whfrh railwav nr
in what direction the troops will pro-

ceed.

It Is understood that General
Huerta, commander of federal
forces in the north who will accomSTATE WHERE
REGIMENT CAME FROM
pany the expedition, is planning a
movement to attempt to hem In the
party.
rebels under General Pascual Orozco,
Mr. Morrissey declared his intention
ROOSEVELT EPIGRAMS.
Jr., who are reported moving southto bring an injunction suit to prevent west from
"In this fight, we are standing against the alliance of crooked politics, and crooked business, which have
Ojinaga, on the Texas borthe printing cf the names on the
dor.e more than any other one cause to corrupt politics.
der, where they met defeat by the fed- eral column of 1,500 men under Gen-- j
"Every boss every man, who In the past, has made money in crooked ways here in New Mexico every
man who brought the name of New Mexico when It was a territory, into disrepute, is against us In this fight.
eral Trucy Aubert. General Huerta
and General Aubert are believed to ba
"And he is aaginst us naturally, because if we have our way, the day of the boss, the day of the crooked
EVANGELISTS
movement
nlanninir a cooperative
financier, will come to an end.
"I ask every
who i3 a square man, to come with us, because we want what is fair and
DENOUNCE against Orozco, who leads more than
i.uoo rebels.
square.
About 800 infantry and four pieces
"In the June convention our opoonents cheated us out of. the victory.
Chicago, Sept. 19 Evangelism In
"The theft of the Chicago convention merely means that the bosses have stolen the machinery of the rethe United States has "degenerated of h. avy artillery will be left to defend Juarez. General Joaquin Telles,
into commercialism and professionalpublican party away from the rank and file of the party.
"I am going to teach those fellow3 that hereafter they had better be careful as to who the man is they try
ism,'' according to Dr. J. M. Gray, resident federal commander of Juarez, leavdean of the Moody institute.
to hold up.
who will accompany the expedition,
snoke hefnre. thn m. twn.,.1 imn(oi.o.n ",8 an infantry colonel in command
"And friends, as I make my appeal to the honest men of the republican party, so I make my appeal to the
here.
ot evangelists here today.
honest men of the democratic party.
"The present day evangelist be
Douglas, Ariz., Sept. 19. Mexican
"The only real conservative is the real progressive.
AFTER THREE DAYS OF
BATTLING! SHERIFF'S FORCE OF 250 MEN MAY comes so
"I wish to say an especial word tc my fellow citizens who are of the Spanish descent my friends, I ask
tangled up with 'boosters' Consul Custa received word today from
Mexican minister of
ask you to stand for the progressive
MAKE ATTACK ON RIFLE
ycu to be stopped governed by posses; I ask you to be your own masters.
PITS. and hymn book propositions that theyiJ- Flores Magon,
WITH
REBELS THEY
APPROACH!
of
simply are In a money making buai-- ! Oobernacion that the secretary
national ticket and for Mr. Baca on the congressional ticket.
""'
wor had directed .the sending of 300O
?d
GOVERNOR
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CF
ress,"
AND
UTAH
erneif
PEACE
In
RE-Irnv.,
Lincoln
and
with
Penrose
FORCING5
ENEMIES
TO
1
Abraham
CITY,
Guggenheim.
Barnes,
company
"Imagine
Methods of finance conducted by 'additional fedeYal troops to northern
"We intend to have an entirely new state of affairs in our political management of this country, we inMAKERS HURRY
TOWARD
CAMP some successful evangelists were de- - Sonora for the purpose of putting down
AMERICAN
TIRE.
ARE
MARINES
.
tend to do justice to every man.
clared to be "nothing but graft" by 'the revolution in that state. American
"His (the rich man's) political rights mean that he shall have the right to cast one vote, just like anyone
ANXIOUS TO PREVENT
BLOODY Rev. ,Dr.
ASKED TO RESCUE FROM FAMINE
F. E. Taylor, pastor of the Consul Dye has made repeated
vote
or
vote
senator
of
a
YOUR
not
to
of
MY
a
is
the
is
to
cast
he
cast
not
nor
but
he
judge.
vote;
else,
church of Indianapolis, mands for the protection of American
Baptist
will
CONFLICT
if
MOYER
word
AND
the
DARROW
"Mr. Wilson and the democrats promise a tariff for destruction
democrats keep their
FORTY
AT A
they
GIRLS
GRANADA
"When I started out as an evan- - lives and property in Sonora, but
destroy the wool Industry. Now if the wool grower wants that done, let him vote the democratic ticket.
said Dr. Taylor, "another ev-- j cause of the continued inactivity of
CONFER.
ACADEMY.
"Now the progressive's proposal is perfectly clear to protect the man on the ranch who raises the sheep
invited me to co e to his the federal troops now in this vicinity
angeli'st
works
man
a
to
who
secure
in
for
the
and
the factory living wage.
home as he said, to "learn the tricks while the rebel bands are massing,
I
is
a 'malignant
the protective tariff on your wool
"Now ask you sheep men here do you think that
Salt Lake City, Utah, Sept. 19.
of the trade."
'
Managua, Nicaragua, Sept. 15.
jThe announcement from the Mexican
growth' (Mr. Wilson's words) which ls to be cut out?
"I've got 'em skinned a mile in capital apparently failed to arouse
Sunday, via San Juan del Sura, Sept. Noon of the second strike day at the
"If you agree with him (Wilson) cut it out. Cut your own throats, cut your own affairs. If you don't, then 19.
Delayed in transmission. For the copper mining camp of Bingham, taking an offering," was one of this 'any new hope that determined steps
stand with us.
three days the Nicaraguan gov-- ! found the governor of Utah, with the evangelists boasts," continued Dr. would be taken against the rebels and
last
"You can't stand with the republican party, in the first place, because after the election there will be
ernment
created any further sense of security
forces have been attacking state board of labor concilation and Taylor.
mighty little left of it standing and in the next place because their present tariff is a tariff for special privilege." Masaya, the southern headquarters of arbitration breaking speed records to-"Imagine Wesley or Moody saying on the part of Americans on the other
the revolutionary army, about 20 miles ward the camp, anxious to restore or- - that!"
side of the line. General Sanjines, in
velt comes up fresh and smiling every delphia North American; Theodore H. from the capital.
Albuquerque, N. M., Sept. 19.
der before the growing passions of:
command of the federal forces in this
Tiller of the Munsey papers; J. C.
"Theodore Roosevelt is going to be told day."
The troops succeeded in reachingjthe 5000 striking miners and the force
LI A
vicinty, today announced that he would
of
crowds
was
one
the
the
of
Tribune;
O'Laughlin
Chicago
There
biggest
alinnlH logH
the OUtHlilrtH nf- the, oitv I
tli o" n?
... .J W..UU.U
leave for the south late today with
some facts about the situation in
w
" - Sfl' llpniltvJ alioriffa
' I tn
ever seen in this city assembled at the John B. Pratt of the New York AmeriSCOLDS the federals remaining at Agua Prieta
New Mexico," was the way in which it Alvarado when the train came in. Mr. can, and Richard Cummins, a motion rebels to retire to the fortress on Bar- loss of life or destruction of property,
ranca Hill.
for the purpose of meeting the comWord had come from Bingham that
was announced some days ago that a Roosevelt's private cars were backed picture man, employed by the publicity
D. Butler, command- - the chief deputy in charge had threat-iu19. Eugene bined force of rebels now at Colonia
Smedley
Major
Del.,
Sept.
Wilmington,
certain clique of democrats and dis- to the sidings before the Alvarado. A department of the progressive party.
a battalion of American marines, ened to storm the miners' stronghold W. Chafin, prohibition candidate for Morelos. No report was received to- The speech delivered by Mr. Roose- left
gruntled republicans were going to rope enclosure had been made from
Managua today to open the na-- ! or. the mountainside. It was the
president, said in his speech here yes-- ; day from the rebels or the force of
as
was
was
velt
follows:
handle the present embarrassing situa- the car to the grand stand. It
to Granada, on Lake sire of the state officials to get to the
railway
that he had heard reports that ierals supposed to have taken the field
MR. ROOSEVELT'S
SPEECH.
tion, Theodore Roosevelt was told the patrolled by officers. As he stepped
and to do tihs, it was nec- - scene and try persuasion before a bat- - he "had gone over to Roosevelt."
Nicaragua,
against them.
true situation, but not by the agents from his car he saw George Curry Mr. Chairman, My Friends and Fel-- essary to pass through Masaya. As tie should be
Jose M- Maytorena, governor of the
"1
not
"That's
he
true,"
declared,
precipitated.
on
As
the
do
to
were
the
who
reception committee,
job.
standing
supposed
ow Citizens:
the train approached Masaya, it was
state ot Sonora, took a hand in the
am
a
real
not
a
The
progressive,
news
humbug,
indicated
that
is
Mexi"how
morning's
a result, Mr. Roosevelt left New
"Hello, George," he shouted,
the
I take a peculiar pleasure in appear fired on by the insurgents and
trying to paddle into office on a ram- - northern Sonora situation today when
co knowing fully who hiB friends were old New Mexico and how are the
came to a standstill. The fir the strikers were not
engine
New
in
here
state
the
Mexico,
shackle
raft constructed of good ihe requested General Sanjines to
'
ing
but were enjoying their temporary
;.
.
and who his enemies were. Thoroughfrom which I raised nearly half my ing continued, the train backed out ascendancy over their former bosses
had ninnUs and hepr ke
Mr. tain a sufficient force of federals at
of
his
showing
Colonel," - said.
ly frightened by
George, regiment and one of the best of my of range of the rebels' guns.
"Hello,
some
for
seve.t.
good
standing
.:
'
and
J" .."
pushing
strength, the efforts of both old parties "How are you?"
Major Butler sent a note to the in- by shooting recklessly
regiment is to interpret for me (ap
u
biuuuuib iui oumc
intimiaation to tne limit or rorebear- - lulusi
who colloborated yesterday in an efition.
said Mr. Roosevelt, "I never plause). When I speak (I will ask surgent commander stating that his ance.
"Bully,"
'
is
iiKewise
lor
lie
were
There
of
stories
inmgs.
sianaing
attemptfort to pour the poison In" were felt better in my life."
to
No additional details have been re-open the railroad, and
to be as quiet as possible
object was
you
boys
ed murders, the sequestration of sixty- - a lot of things the ordinary man does' ceived from
a ridiculous failure. A' representative
uu
v,
milk
lu
imaucuui
lie
Altar, reported last night
il
uetjireu
like
but
I
kids,
Then Colonel sellers and the recep- boys get right down;
fiVe cases Of dynamite
taken from not expect at all. Any one who knows to have been captured by Yaquis.
of this outfit boarded the Roosevelt
not transparent) I have Th nnto nrirtprt that if nn answer tn
are
The
him.
they
committee
tion
po
camof
grabbed
trust
his
record
protection,
storehouses at the mines, an order
4
train at Gallup, but unfortunately Mr.
It appears, however, that the In- to stop the rush of people, come here to New Mexico to appeal the message was received by o'clock for the arrest of President Moyer, and paign scandals, high tariff and reac- - HintiH
hnri nn nart in tho nnnriiro nf
Roosevelt, in California, had been ad- lice tried
tne
tne
would
"i
marines
in
narnn
vnn
to
afternoon,
the
nf
n(Henh!n
a
was
It
almost
that the armed miners had been di- tionary leadership will not be fooled ft0 towp &g Camillo
vised of the true situation, and he de- but without avail.
advance.
a wfts re.
to
for
ask
the
elemental
suppefrt
your
conversion
of free for all fight to shake hands with'
clined to see this representative
General Zeledon, the Insurgent corn- - rected by their leaders to shoot depu- - by his sudden
ported to have left there yesterday
nrinplnles of the rleht nf th nennio
Followed
Roosevelt.
Theodore
by
to
measures.
certain corporations at all periods.
sundry popular
for the town of Boludo, sixty miles
to rule and of social and industrial mander agreed to meet Major Butler ties to kill. , Some of these reports are
The reception to Colonel Roosevelt twelve representatives o the biggest justice. Now, friends, I will talk here!and talk over the situation tomorrow known to be false, and the others do
west of Santa Ana, on the southern
the
in
the United States,
ABOUT
MORE TESTIMONY
not come from responsible sources,
at Albuquerque, yesterday was one of newspapers
Pacific
railroad. There are a half dozmorning.
to
a
will
little
and
I
while,
then
go
colonel and his committee fought their
ma- COMPANY.
OIL
the most remarkable events in the
STANDARD
American
The
train
en
at Boludo including a
Americans
bearing
19.
Lake
Arbitrato
heari
and
salt
side
make
that
City,
you
try
Sept.
finof the state. His opponents are way towards the grand stand and
a quantity tjon was discussed at the governor's
son of former Judge Fletcher M.
I will ask you to exercise all nnes a,so was carrying
and
n:e,
colonel
the
reached
shaking
there,
dumbfounded; they did not expect it. ally
New York, N. Y., Sept. 19. The Doan of this city, who is operating a
the patience possible, or none of you ot ea cross supplies ror tne rener conference. Governor Snrv expressed
Their efforts to discredit It today are hands right and left. The band, in the will hear at all. Now, friends, in this of the people of Granada who have reluctance at the idea of calling the; Standard Oil company, of New York, mine there.
did not need
Deen reduced to tne last stages or mmtfa. It was stated that the Salt; exports to Japan, oil which it
FALL AND SMITH CONFER.
very feeble. Colonel Roosevelt was meantime, had left; they
to fight, we are standing against the altired when he reached Albuquerque, it any longer for the crowd wanted
could be entrained in chases from the Standard Oil com
crooked
crookof
Long Beach, Cal., Sept. 19. General
iake
liance
and
companies
politics
sure
beard.
it
and
from
hear
Teddy
but despite that he made a remarkable
three hours ijiecessary. The private pany, of California, and the California Luis Terrazas, former friend of Diaz
ed business, which have done more
address. It was a speech that show- Holding his hat in his hand, gesticu- than any other one cause to corrupt
of Sonora, Mexico,
received
from
Advices
secretary of General Manager Jack-- ; company makes oil shipments to Hon- - and
Nicaragua
ed him la close touch with the situa- lating, he lit into the situation without
with
United States
conferred
on
to
said
American
the
Utah
that
not
to
last
I
American
today
and
ask
but
Monday
Copper
ling
politics,
representing
according
you,
olulu,
Japan,
tion in New Mexico and the west. A choosing his words and the crowd was men and women of New Mexico, to blue jackets and marines had been company in conference.
The con-- Richard C. Velt, secretary of the New Senators William Alden Smith and
1
cor-for
was
eddy,
the
leature of the reception
think forx yourselves as to who it is called upon by the American minis- - ference was attended by Charles H. York company, who today continued Albert B. Fall, who are investigating
diality expressed for him by the cow j It is admitted here today that the- that we are opposing down here in ter at Managua, Mr. Weitzei, to res-- 1 Moyer, president of the Western Fed- - his testimony before a referee in the the American sources from which the
of Miners.
That the militia Standard
boys, when they roue to me giaua light now is between iiieoaore uoosc- your Btate, and just what is happen cue from famine ihe pupils of a
litigation. Mexican revolution is said to be drawstand and grasped his hand. It was a velt and Mr. Wilson. Mr. Taft is elim ing here is happening
Its
sustenance,
com-!melsewhere lege of girls at Granada, who had should not be called out until all
California
the
doesn't
"Why
bosses of New Mex- inated as a factor in politics in this throughout the union. Every boss, been isolated for fortv davs.
General Terrazas, although he was
The other means of settling the Bingham
Bight the would-bsvnnrt u i i..n?" aaVd Sam-ico will never forget. Mr. Roosevelt state, and the word has been passed every man, who, in the past,
strike had been exhausted and thati uel Untermeyer. of counsel for the a foe of Madero during the first revo- has college is a French Institution.
a year ago, sam
more
the board of conciliation and arbltra- - Waters-Piercinstead of asking Sergeant Arniijo to out by the few . corporations which made money in crooked ways here in
company. "I don't lution that he than
was a supporter of the
tion headed by thtA governor, could
withdraw from the ticket, as his ene- seek to control the affairs In New Mex- New Mexico; every man who brought
today
Mr.
Velt
replied.
IN s
have at once for Bingham to confer know,"
government at the City of Mexico,
mies had planned to have him do, plac- ico that it is anything to beat Roose- the name of New Mexico, when it was
is
the
This
because it was the legally constituted
with
the
leaders.
strike
ed Arniijo before him on the speaker's velt. Among the correspondents here a territory, into disrepute, is against
OYSTERS
MAKES
ROOSEVELT
south-- !
In the war-tordecision of the governor's conference
stand, slapped him on the back, and all but two sent out very favorable ue in this fight, and he is against us
FLAT DENIAL. administration
ern republic.
this morning.
termed him "one of the best men in reports on Roosevelt; the two who did naturally, because If we have our way,
19.
D.
C,
Oyster
Sept.
Washington,
General Terrazas asked to be in-- ,
Bingham, Utah, Sept. 19. A foreign
my regiment, and a fighter who would not were representing such interests the day of the boss, the day of the beds in Jamaica Bay, Long Island, and
19. A flat
Trinidad, Colo.,
to talk over the Mexican war
vited
not stop even when he was hit." These and had instructions not to favor crooked financier, will come to an the Potomac river, 75 miles down army, fortified and determined, held denial attributed toSept.
Woodrow Wilson, '
with the United States sen- situation
of
.
.
the
:
1
,1
remarks by the colonel caused a great Roosevelt under any circumstances. end.
copper,
in
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from Washington, are endangered by undisputed possession
Tribune
.
Such
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in
the
and
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ators
poor
Roosevelt
papers
Chicago
Mr.
of
vehemently denied that he
mines
silver
cheer.
Bingham reeard to the nroeresslve party s
And, friends, when the men of that typhoid germs, according to the de- lead and
of the miners tltude toward the trusts was made by had any part In financing the Orozco
voice and could not do himself jus- and the Kansas City Star, and other type in both of the old parties make partment of agriculture.
the
second
when
day
Sec
Acting
tice. As said by one of the reporters influential papers are telling the truth common cause against us, I have a retary Hayes issued a statement to--1 strike ror a 25 cent increase in pay Colonel Roosevelt in a speech here revolution against Madero.
s
who accom- about the situation in New Mexico.
of a metropolitan
paper,
recognition of their union
right to ask that the decent men, day saying the department's investi-jantoday. He said Governor Wilson had; " again ' placed' in communication
'
The following newspaper men were without
panied the Roosevelt train: "Mr.
to politics, make a
in the ed.
traced
had
made statements which were not in
regard
fyphoid
Roosevelt is the most remarkable man members of the Roosevelt party, ac- common cause for us. I ask every streams and bays and had begun a. While the army, thousands strong, accordance with the facts. He said with the ouU.de world by rail today.
man
on
him
his
companying
I have ever known; think of any
trip:
who is a square man, survey of the great oyster fields to and speaking many tongues, dug Governor Wilson was quoted as say- - The first train sent to the copper
from Naco, since the rebels
L. F. Curtis of the Associated Press; to come with us, because we want determine how far the pollution ex-- breastworks, strengthened its picket
being able to visit every state. In the
ing in a speech at Sioux Falls, S.jcamp
Union in a presidential campaign of Perry Arnold of the United Press; E. vihat is fair and square. In the June tends. He suggested state policing of lines and worked out a military
the progressive plan would: der Emilio Sampa, destroyed the
that
three months; it is remarkable that he S. Underhill of the Newark News; convention our opponents cheated us
beds and action by the gov- - cipline, there was activitiy in the
work for the interests of the large bridges at Villa Verde, contained
:"
has lasted as long as he has; we fel- Charles Thompson of the New York
authorities to Insure purifl-and would give them
Pa
lows are almost all in, but Mr. Roose Times; Angus McSween of the PhllaTaur.
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The Little Store

governor

Marshall

SU RELY TAKE "SYRUP

ILLINOIS

IN

HEADACHY,

Again Reminds You of the Superior

THE

DEMOCRATIC

PRESIDENT

Quality and Large Variety of the

CANDIDATE

DISCUSSES

ALDRICH

FOR

VICE

TARIFF

AND

OF

FIGS" IF

BILL

8EPT.

19, 1912.

"YOU CANT BEAT THE COLES"

BILIOUS, CONSTIPATED

The Original

and

Only Absolutely

Air-Tig-

Heater on the Market.

THE LOGICAL STOVE FOR THE HOME.

Sweetens Your S'omach, Clear Your Head and Thoroughly
Cleanses Your Liver and 30 Feet of bowels of Sour
Waste.
Bile, Foul Gases and Clogged-U- p

CONCERNING PAYNE

USES SARCASM

THURSDAY,

A

'

Money and Fuel Saver

Holds Fire for 36 Hours
Without Attention. Now
is the time to call and

;
Springfield, 111., Sept. 19 Governor
Thomas R. Marshall, democratic nomAll those days when you feel miser- fermenting food and clogged up waste
Make Your Selection
inee for vice president, in a speech
matter is moved on and out of your
here last night, charged that under able, headachy, bilious and dull are Bystem no nausea no griping no
while our stock is comhigh tariff the Japanese navy was due to torpid liver and sluggish bow- weakness.
plete in all sizes. We
able to buy steel at fifty per cent ol els. The days when your stomach is
You simply can't have your liver
will take pleasure in
the price charged the United States sour and full of gas, when you have inactive and your thirty feet of bowels
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The final
of the government officials that
bteamboats operating on Now York
harbor and Long Island sound must
have 100 per cent life saving equip-ment during the present month will
result in the discontinuance on that
date of several lines of boats running
between New York City and suburban
shore resorts, As a result thousands of
New Yorkers who are spending vaca-- ;
tions in New Jersey and along the
sound will have to return by round-abou- t
rail routes.
The new ruling will prove a partic- ular hardship to Wall street Business
men who have summer homes on the
Jersey coast and who go back and
forth dally between their offices and
these points.
The new steamboat inspection rules
allow for a 30 per cent life saving
equipment in the summer months, but
his must be increased to a full equip-- J
ment after September 15. Represen-- ;
tatlves of the New York, companies
asked for an extension of this date to
October 1 and were surprised to learn
that Secretary Nagel had vetoed the
request.
The only possible course left to
them, it was declared today, was to
suspend their suburban service forth-- I

Get your Clothes Well Made of Good Cloth

1

Have Your Clothes
Made to Fit You.

Clothes That Suit
Your

Personality.

You Cannot Obtain

I

such Individual

fect in Any

Ef-

Ready-mad-

former friend of Nathan Allen, a Wisconsin leather manufacturer, and who
made the smuggling complaint to the
government as the result of which
Allan has just pai.l $ 00,000 in settlement of a government Huit, filed a
complaint in the supreme court yesterday against Allen and members of
&
the Mooney
Inland
detective
agency to recover property valued at

New York, Sept.

e

garments nor

$218,000.

Mrs. Jenkins

that she was
shares of stock in

alleges

the owner of 1H2
the Southern Coal company worth
$81,000, two promissory notes for $45,- 000 made by John It. Collins, who was
indicted In the smuggling case with
Allen; an oil painting worth $10,000;
peari earrings valued at $10,000 and a
pearl necklage valued at $72,000.
The jewelry was part of the goms
smuggled into the country by Allen
for Mrs. Jenkins. It is alleged that
the property was taken from a safe
deposit box in Chicago by the detectives acting under orders from Allen.
Two grim reminders of the Titanic
tragedy came to light yesterday. One
was a message from John Grimes, a
stoker on the
vessel, found in
a bottle off the coast bf Murnagh,
County Donegal, Ireland, and the other
half of a life preserver, on which the
words '"S. S. Titanic" were plainly
visible, found on the shore at Cutty
hunk, Mass, The message in the hot-- '
tie read:
"Our ship. Titanic, is sinking; all
hope of being saved is abandoned.
Forward this to my dear wife at 26
Stanley street, Liverpool."
The life preserver, which was found
by Mrs. William Kogera of North Mid- dleboro, Mass., was pronounced genuine at the life saving station.
Mayor Gaynor sent a letter yesterday to H. R. Trimmer, of Minneapolis,

j
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Attorney and Counsel a.- - at Law.
Practice in all the District Court
and gives special attention to casei
before the State Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M

Attorneys-at-

Street

Telephone 157 W. :: SANTA FE, N.
All work guaranteed first class.

Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Laud Claims and Contests a Specialty
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Assistant District
Judicial District.
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ant mothers which contains much
Taluable information, and many suggestions of a helpful nature.
BRADFIELO

For Fruit Ladders, Step
ders, Common Ladders,

'

who bear children and
healthy are those who prepare
their systems In advance of baby a
Unless the mother aids
coming.
work the criEis
nature in Its
finds her system unequal to the do- -'
mands made upon it, and she is often
left with weakened health or chronic
No remedy is so truly a
ailments.
help to nature as Mother's FrlenJ,
and no expectant mother should fail
to use it. It relieves the pain and
discomfort caused by the strain on
the ligaments, makes pliant and elastic those fibres and muscles which
nature is expanding, prevents numbness of limbs, and soothes the inflammation of breast glands. The system-beinthus prepared by Mother's
Friend dispels the fear that the crisis
Mother's
may not be safely met
Friend assures a speedy and complete
recovery for the mother, and she Is
left a healthy woman to enjoy the
rearing or her
child.
Mother's
Friend is sold at

book for expect

fF0R RHODES at The Novelty Shop,
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Francisco
Twelve Dollars.
"The action of the government
We will place your
advertise
cialfl will work a considerable hard-- j
ment in 25 leading newspapers' SunNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
ship on fully one hundred thousand
day issue, for $12 per insertion. De- Department
of the Interior, U. S.
de-'
people on the New Jersey coast,"
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
scriptive circular FREE.
clared H. D. Joyce, manager of the
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
September 13, 1912.
marine department of the Jersey
Notice is hereby given that Raffaele
AGENCY,
Central railroad.
New Mexico.
Pettine, of Santa Fe, N. M., wheg on
Taos,
"It is a physical impossibility for us
August 22, 1905, made Homestead
to comply with the law. If we put
for SE 4 NW
Entry No.
UME BROWN,
DR. W.
to
lifeboats
accommodate every
E
Sec. 13 and NE
SW
Dentist.
senger on our boats there would be
Section 24, Township 11 N.,
Over Spitz Jewelry Store. ... NW
no room left for the passengers."
13 E., N. M. P. M., has filed
Range
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3.
Rooms
and
1,
r
Mrs. Helen F. Dwelle Jenkins, the
notice of intention to make
Phone Red fi.
Order your
from The Capital and surely
land
to
claim
to
the
establish
proof,
1
Office Hours g a. m. to 5 p. m.
before Register or
above
described,
And by Appointment.
THERE WERE STANDPATTERS EVEN THEN.
you will Have
you
Looking for.
Receiver, U. S. Land Office, at Santa
Fe, New Mexico, on the 6th day of
November, 1912.
M. DIAZ,
DR.
Claimant names as witnesses: Cruz
brightest, this millionaire infant was: RESIDENCE,
DON GASPAR Griego, of Leyba, N. M., Macario Ley- taken by his mother for his outing.
ba, of Leyba, N. M., Miguel remne,
AVE
The young widow and the baby left
MEXICO
oi Willard, N. M., John Pettine, of
the Astor mansion at 840 Fifth avenue
Phone, 220 Red
Willard, N. M.
in a limousine car. It was the first
MANUEL R. OTERO,
PLAZA
WEST
SIDE
OFFICE,
NEW
MEXICO.
ROSWELL,
time she had attempted to take an
Register.
Phone, 237 Black
outing in public.
'TheW estPoin ofths Southwest.
The mother and child were driven
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
OFICE HOURS. 1 to 3 P. M.
very carefully along the avenue for
Department of the Interior,
Ranked as "Distinguished
two miles and then through the sunny
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Institution " by the U. S.
Aug. 22, 19.1.2.
driveways of Central park before re-- L. F. MURRAY, M. D.
War Department.
Xotite is hereby given that Joso P.
turning to the town house for dinner,
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON,
Mr. and Mrs. Chauncey M. Depew
Gonzales of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
Located In the beautiful Pecos
arrived yesterday from England on;CatIon Block, Palace Ave., next April 1, 1007, made homestead entry
Valley, 3.T00 feet above sealevel,
Section
for NE
No.
sunshine every day. Open air
the steamer Adriatic. The
door to Wells Fargo Ex.
work throughout ihts entire sesZb, Township 19 North, Range 10 East,
when asked who in his opinion would
sion.
Conditions for physical
New Mex. Prin. Meridian, has filed
Hote.3'
elected president, said:
Residence Palace
and mental development are
r
oi' intention to make
I have asked Mr. Barnes
notice
Wait
until
Phone Main 68
IDEAL suuli as cannot be found
tr, establish claim to the land
I will let you know."
then
and
psoof
elsewhere in America. Fourabove described, before Register or
Mr. Depew was very much inter-;,;
teen officers and Instructors, all
T'I
had Receiver, U. S. Land Office at Santa
A.
V.
;nu.,
ni(ipi
iiriageion,
snuui,
ested in the new fashion of
graduates from standard Ka stso
Fe, New Mexico, on the 17th day ot
ern colleges.
Ten buildings,
whiskers that has become the vogue kidney trouble for years, and was
with rheumatism he could October, 1912.
crippled
modern In every respect.
said:
and
England,
Claimant names as witness s:
"I have been trying for fifty years not dress without help. He started
Regents :
Francisco
Eueamacion Gonzales,
to convince the English that whiskers using Foley Kidney Pills, and says:
E. A. CAHOON, President.
Rafael
ot that variety are the correct thing. "I began to get better at once, and Dominguez, M. Dominguez and M.
J. K. RHEA,
now all my trouble has left me and I Montoya, all of Santa Fe, N.
view.''
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
at
last
have
adopted my
They
MANUEL R. OTERO,
do not feel that I ever had rheumaJOHN W. PcX, Secretary.
Register.
tism. I rest well all night and tho'
W. A. F1NLAY.
59 years old, can now do the work
For particulars and illustrated cataof a man of 35 years. I would like
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
logue, address,
to be the means of others getting Department of the interior,
Is the name of the big fifteen thou benefit from
U. S. Land Office a t Santa Fe, N. M.
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON, Supt
Foley Kidney Pills."
sand dollar serial story which will ap- Refuse substitutes. For sale oy all Pecos Natl. Forest, August 15, 1912.
Notice is hereby t'lven that Ricar-d- o
pear in The Weekly Kansas City Star druggists.
soon, for the newspaper rights of
Valencia of Pecos, New Mexico,
Here's a picture of Jonas Hanway, carrying the FIRST UMBRELLA, which the author received
15,000.
1907, made
A Want Ad. in tha New Mexican who, on September 3,
on
a
11952
London
Of
for N
No.
long,
ago,
long
the
course
The
Work for the New Mexican.
Homestead
rainy
greatest
in
A
sees
is
It
more people
September day.
story, pronounced
Want Ad. in the New Mexican
one day than you
Entry
they laughed
at him.
SE 4 SW
SE
this popular novelist has written, will can see in a month. Try one.
SW
SE
working for you, for Santa Fe and sees more people in one day than you
Quite a few people carry umbrellas nowadays, without creating any not be published as a book until it
Section 6, Township 17 N., Range 12
the new state
can see in a month. Try one.
excitement.
has run serially in this newspaper.
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed nor
The theme is the Italian Mafia, and
tice of intention to make
nroof. to establish claim to the land
against that sinister background the
author has thrown the softer colors of
above described, before Register or
an absorbing and fascinating love
Receiver U. S. Land Office, at Santa
VJ story. The story, while tragic in tone,
Fe, New Mexico, on the 11th day of
New
Mexico
has the humor, sprightliness and acOctober, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
characterized his
tion that have
Prudenclo Gonzales, Ramon Quin-tanprevious successes.
Casimiro
libPablo A. Gonzales,
in
"The Net" will be continued
Gallegos, all of Pecos, New Mexico.
eral Installments each week, with fif-- ,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
teen powerful illustrations by Howard
Hegister.
Giles. The subscription price of The
1912
Weekly lvansas City Star is 25 cents a
Mrs. J. N. Hill, Homer, Ga., has used
year.
For the Round Trip,
in
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound for
Subscribe now and avoid missing a $4.15
From Santa Fe, N. M. years, and says she always recomcopy.
of
GOING OUT
mends it to her friends. "It never
Addrrss
One and one-fiftfare for the fails to cure our
coughs and colds
CITY STAR: round
KANSAS
WEEKLY
THE
of
trip from all points in New and prevents croup. We have five
Kansas City, Mo.
Mexico, south of Las Vegas.
and always give them Foley's
YOU
GOING TO
. Dates of sale, Sept. 22 d and 23d. childrenand
Tar Compound for a cold,
Honey
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Return limit Sept. 24th, 1912.
and they are all soon well. We would
H. S.LUTZ. Santa Fe, N. M. not be without It in our house." For
Department of the Interior,
on
sale by all druggists.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
1912.
22.
of
August
marNotice is hereby giv-- n that Jose N.
of
Gonzales of Galisteo, N. M., who, on
May 27, 1907, made Homestead Entry
Section 33,
SE
No. 11515.' for S
Section 34, Townsnip
SW
iS
P.
15 North, Range 9 East, N. M.
FOLLOWING ARE A FEW ARTICLES THAT CAUGHT OUR EYE AS WE GLANCED DOWN THE COUNTER :
Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make
proof, to establish
JAPANESE WMONAS.
LACES AND EMBROIDERIES
to the land above described, beclaim
The
In
to
stock
the state. Pay you to lay In a
biggest
pick from
Long Kimonas very high grade finely made and finished. .$3.00. .$1.60
fore Register or Receiver, U. S. Land
Short Kimona Sacks, Nice Flannelette
year's supply at these prices, values that were 7c, 10c and 15c... 5c
65c 35c
nmra
at Santa Fe. New Mexico, on
Llnnen Torchons; 10, 12 2 and 15c grades
15th
the
BEAUTIFUL EMBROIDERY DRESS PATTERNS.
day of October, 1912.
Cotton Clunies, 10, 15 and 25c grades
5 and 10c
Claimant names as witnesses:
Just few left fine Marquisette full widths six yards to the
RIBBONS AT PRICES TO HRfiE YOU TO TAKE THE WHOI E LOT.
Juan Ortiz. Pedro Ortiz y Pino. Au$8, $11, $4.35, $6
Baby ribbons that were 2 yards for 5c to close at 10 yards
5c
Montoya, Estanislado Pena,
gustine
PANAMA AND VOILE DRESS SKIRTS.
Niagara made high grade 71-2- , 10 and 15c grades
5c
all ot Galisteo, New Mexico.
Best wired hair ribbons 35c grades
MANUEL R. OTERO,
...20c
Jut a few of the very beet quality all wool Voile and Panamas,
Register.
A FEW HIGH GRADE SWITCHES LEFT.
$6, $10 and $12, Now
$3, $6
& Rio
3 oz. 26 inches long high grade human hair values from $3.50 to $4,
YOUNH NEN'S OVERCOATS.
now
$80,000,000.00 Lost Annually By Wage
$2.10
It will pay you boye to buy it now for you will need It in another
Other values that run from $2.75 to $3.25
Earners,
$1.65
IN.EFFECT
about
week or two. Kirschbaum all pure wool, Presto collar, medium
Third grade all fully guaranteed best value ever shown $2, now. .85c
Dr. Sadler estimates that
annual-ulster
should
that
is
lost
warm
'
and snug
$10, $5
length
keep you
$80,000,000.00 in wages
ONE LONELY EDISON PHONOGRAPH.
BIGGEST BARGAINS IN UMBRELLAS.
ly to the American people as a direct
The new machine playing either the two or four minute records, regresult of colds. Lost time means lost
ular price at dealers $22.50, will let you carry it off for
An article we all need but seldom can find. You can now get two
$12.50
wages and doctoring1 expensive. Use
and have one at both ends of the line for what you been paying
STANDARD COPYRIGHT BOOKS
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
for one.
A dozen or so from well known authors such as Mrs. Holmes or South-wort- h
It will stop the cough, and
promptly.
Gloria
best
made at any price, $2.50 and $3.... $1.50
Silks
that originally sold for $1.50 to close at
High Grade
25c
heal and sooth the sore and inflamed
Another lot fully guaranteed same make, $1.50, $2
$1
One Alcott set regular price anywhere $12.50
$7.50
air passages. For saH by all drug- Third assortment best values ever known, 75c and $1
45c
little Colonel series, regular price $1.50
$1.00
giStB.

the Exact

Fit

with.

and

j

Feeling That Goes
with

'

Well Made Clothes;
Suit
the 5uit

offt- -

are

J

i

NEW

MILITARY

Minn., who wrote to him intimating
tnat be would much appreciate asslst- ance from New York's chief executive
in getting a wife.
The mayor said:
"There are plenty of girls who!
would fill your description right out
in Minneapolis, where you live. Just
pluck up courage enough to go right
up to them and tell them that you
want a wife. But maybe that would
be too abrupt. I'd not go about it that
way, because I'd not have pluck
enough, and maybe you havn't; but
get around it the best you can and
everything will come out all right."
Baby John Jacob Astor is one month
old today. For a brief hour yesterday
afternoon, when the sun was its
'

d

4

4
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five-yea-
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INSTITUTE
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1011001-1407-
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five-yea-
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THE "NET"
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2

1--

4

five-yea-
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Albuquerque,

k Feast of JBarsains

EMANCIPATION

a,

CELEBRATION

5EPT. 23rd,

PEOPLE OF THIS CITY have never before the old town's history had
a feast bargains as they have had at our
OF
PRICES during the last week. Some
our best friends came in a
litte skeptical, but timidly asked, ARE
REALLY
QUIT?"
To all such inquiries we simply had to refer them to the prices we are making to
one or two catch articles, but on our
fully convince them. These prices are not
ENTIRE LINE of the highest grade
merchandise that we could find in the
kets the country. Many lines are badly broken already, but remember this sale
will last as long as there is anything left. The sooner we close out the better it will
suit us.

THE

j

h

2

2

1--

SUMMER TOURIST RATES
TO

All Stations East and West

ern

FROM

Stations on the Denver

Grande

'

June 1st to Septembei 30th
Return Limit, October 31st
Liberal Stopovers.

W.N. TOWNSEND & CO.

4

You cannot get up to date printing!
unless you have up to date material
The New Mexican:
and facilities.
Printing company has both, and at
the same time expert mechanics.
;Your orders are always assured personal attention.

For information as to rates, reservations,
etc., call on or write to any D. & R. Q. Agent or
W. D. Shea, T. F. & P. A., Santa Fe.

SANTA FE

PAGE POUR

W

e
Trt rnniTBirmPS
Sealed proposals will he received
by the County Commissioners of
Santa Fe County, New Mexico, up to
twelve o'clock noon, Tuesday, the 8th
day of October, 1912, for furnishing
all materials for one bridge to be built
at the Arroyo Atascoso, near the
Town of Galisteo, New Mexico.
All the material and work shall be
furnished and done in accordance
with plans and specifications made by
the Midland Bridge company of Kansas City, Missouri, on flle In the office
of the County Clerk at Santa Fe,
whbre they may be seen and examin-

EUER HEARD'

I

Richie and Archer.

,

R. H. E.
At Brooklyn (2nd game)
8 3
Brooklyn
12 12 0
Chicago
Batteries: Stack, Allen and Phelps;
filler, Reulback, Smith and Archer.
Six innings darkness.
V

At New York

(1st game)

1

Cincinnati
Tesreau and
Severoid.

3

At New York

8
6

2
2

8

e

BASEBALL
O'TOOLE

A LEMON. .
September, 19. Barney

-

Pittsburgh,
Dreyfuss, president of the Pittsburgh
base ball club, is now said to be involved In a row with George Lennon,
owner of the St Paul club of the
American Association, and the national commission may be called to
take a hand. The whole trouble had
its inception in the now famous deal
whereby Dreyfuss got Pitcher Marty
O'Toole from tho St. Paul club, and
failure of the player to make even a
fair showing in the National League.
Instead of paying $22,000 cash for
the supposed master of the spitball,
gave St. Paul $12,000
Dreyfuss
cash and was to have turned over
to St. 'Paul players to the value of
$10,000. Among these was to be a
catcher. This part of the transaction
being agreed upon when Pittsburgh
got Catcher Kelly from St. Paul as
part of the fanous O'Toole deal.
Toward the middle of the present
season St. Paul is said to have made
proved the biggest sort of a lemon.
When pushed by Lennon, Dreyfuss
Indirectly let it be known in base ball
and newspaper circles that he had decided to swallow the O'Toole pill
gracefully and let St. Paul have
Catcher Mike Simon. No sooner had
this been given publicity than Manager Clarke pressed Simon ito active
service, and he has been working
pretty regularly ever since.
In the meantime, St.- Paul is making life miserable for Dreyfuss with
her oft repeated demands for a catcher Having given the amount of cash
stated, in addition to Pitcher Gardener and two outfielders, Dreyfuss
wants St. Paul to call it square and
backs up his claim by saying that the
overworked
St. Paul management
O'Toole after the deal for the latter
had been made, and that as as a result he has been of little value to the
Pittsburgh club, but Lennon can't see
matters In the same light.
-

FIELDERS AT OUTS.
i uibdcu-sioBoston, sepi.
crept Into the peerless trio that
cares for the outer garden of the Sox
are
last week. Speaker and Lewis cov-er
would
"Spoke"
the beligerents.
enbesides
all three gardens,
croaching on the second baseman and
shortstop, if he could.
He runs wild over towards right
field, but since he plays closer to left
many of the batters and behind some
of the pitchers than he used to do,
no has encroached well into "Duffy"
Lewis's territory. "Duffy" does not
like it, so rows are occasional.
pitchIn the great
ining duel, Speaker almost crashed
to Lewis in a rush for a field fly ball,
but "Duffy," who was the closer to it
than "Spoke" insisted on taking the
ball. "Spoke" looked at Lewis feroSaturday a ball was sent
ciously.
up In almost the same place, but a bit
nearer, the infield, so Shortstop Krug
also got into the rush for it. This
time, all the runners stopped and let
the ball drop ten feet from each of
them, when it should have been

i.

Wood-Johnso-

n

n

a demand for the immediate delivery
of a catcher, when to Lennon's surprise, as the story goes, Dreyfuss
flatly informed him that he thought
he had already given more than
O'Toole was worth, as the latter had
an easy out. The misplay tied the
score for Washington. Had Wagner
been on the field he would have assigned the fly either to Speaker,
Lewis, or himself, but Krug could not
take such authority. Neither Wagner
nor Stahl was in the game. In such
a case, Speaker is acting captain of
that section of the field and Bill Car- rigan manages the work closer to the
plate. After the ball dropped, Speak
er "bawled out Lewis.

HOW THEY STAND
NATIONAL
New York
Chicago

Pittsburg
Cincinnati
Philadelphia
St. Louis
Booklyn.. ..
Boston
AMERICAN

Lost

95
85
84
70
64

.58
51
144

the speed shells

42
51
54
69
73
82

86
94

LEAGUE.

C

te

mue-a-minu-

i

Remington

Arms-Unio- n

n

299 Broadway

R. H. E.
.At Chicago
1
2
1
Chicago
1 'POLYGOTS"
HOLD
3
0
Philadelphia
COPPER MINE.
Walsh and Sullivan;
Batteries:
Houck, Coombs and Egan, Lapp.
(Continued from page one.)
R. H. E.
At Cleveland (1st game)
9 10 1 flees of the mining company and the
Cleveland
3
9
headquarters' of the county and state
Boston
Batteries: Steen. Kahler and Car-isc- officials. There was much promiscuous firing from the pits opposite the
Hall, VanDyke and Cady.
Utah Copper works this morning.
Five innings, rain.
About one thousand men were enR. H. E. trenched through. George W. Dwyer,
At Detroit
6 5 4 superintendent of the Utah Copper,
Detroit
5 8 4 and some of the bookkeepers went to
New York
Batteries: Boehler, Lake and Ons- the mine and have not been molested.
All of the property of the mining comlow; Keating and Williams.
panies is undamaged and the Utah-ApeAt
Cleveland. Cleveland-Boston- ,
company is working as usual unsecond game; postponed, rain.
der an agreement with the union.
Deputy sheriffs are being sent in as
0,COO BLAZE DUE
fast as they can be recruited. It was
TO INCENDIARIES.
thought this morning that the sheriff's
force would number 250 men by noon
Charleston, W. V., Sept. 19. Making and to make a flank attack on the
their way through lines, of sentries rifle pits as soon as sufficient force
incendiaries early today poured oil could be mustered and drive the strikon the huge tipple of the Carbon Coal ers down the mountain in the canon.
company in Kanwaha county, and fired
Many reports of Ihe ferocity of the
the building, which wan des-oyproved upon investigation to
strikers,
wih a loss of $10,000. Attempts have be exaggerations due to excitement.
iv
been made to operate the mine
It was said that Superintendent
defiance of the striking miners who
and his Bon Jed, of the Utah
are In the heart of the martial law Schillingwere
targets for at least twenCopper,
comI.
district. Major James
Pratt,
when
shots
they started for the
ty
manding the militia and Major Thos. mine. It apepared, however, that the
Davis, provost marshal, arrived at the shots were tired to intimidate rather
scene of the fire later in the day
to injure the men. They were
with bloodhounds. The state soldiers than
not
hit.
in that section were divided into small
Bingham, Utah, Sept. 19. Just best arching parties and with the bloodPresident Moyer. took the train
fore
mountains
the
are
hounds
scouring
for Salt Lake to meet
this
morning
for the incendiaries.
the governor, he was notified by Deputy Sheriff Steele that if the miners
SEAL QUESTION WORRIES
JAPANESE JOURNALISTS. were not down from their mountain
19. An fortress by noon an, attack would be
Vancouver, B. C, Sept.
agitation against the present attitude made by the deputies.
"WILL BE SETTLED."
of the United States on the sealing
Moyer visited the office of Governor
question in the Pacific, is being carried on by several newspaper in Jap- Spry just before the start was made
His conversation with
an, according to advices received for Bingham.
the state officials was private, but he
here.
The Osaka Mainichl expresses won- remarked to newspaper men after the
der that the JaDanese government conference that the strike would be
still remains silent regarding the at settled.
Mr. Darrow returned to his hotel
titude of "the United States government in dealing with the fur seal at noon. He may meet Moyer this
treaty as regards the proposal to re- afternoon, as it was, he who defended
duce the prohibitive period against Moyer and other Federation officers
in the Steunenberg murder trial.
sealing from ten years to five."

Pet.

0

TODAY'S

T. L. Parks, Murrayville, Ga., Route
Cincinnati at New York;
1, is in his 73rd year, and was recentgames. '
ly cured of a bad kidney and bladder
Pittsburg at Boston; two games.
trouble. He says himself: "I have
St. Louis at Philadelphia. Postponed. suffered with my kidneys. My back
Rain.
ached and I was annoyed with bladI can truthfully
Chicago at Brooklyn; two games.' der irregularities.
say, one 50c bottle of Foley Kidney
Pills cured me entirely." They conAt Philadelphia. St.
game postponed on account of tain no habit forming drugs. For
sale by all drup'sts.
rain. Two ganr s tomorrow.
NATIONAL.

two

R. H.E. AUSTRALIANS CLOSE DOOR
At Boston (1st game)
7 10 3
TO AMERICAN BEEF.
Boston
5 11 1
Pittsburg
Hess and Kling; Cooper, Adams and
Melbourne, Australia, Sept. 19. The
legislative council today passed a resGibson, Simon.
olution declaring it desirable that the
R. H.E. government take action to prevent
At Boston (2nd game)
7 13 0 the American beef combine agents
Boston .
8 16 2 from obtaining a foothold in the
Pittsburg
and also requesting the
seventh
end
of
at
inning,
(Called
government to pass necessary legislaaccount of darkness.)
,
tion to that end.
Dickson, 'Tyler and Rariden;
Smith, Ferry and Simon.
It will not pay you to waste your
time
E.
H.
writing out your legal forms
R.
At Brooklyn (1st game)
9 12 2 when you can get them already printBrooklyn
6 9.3 ed at the New Mexican Printing
Chicago . ..
and
Company.
Madden,
Knetzer
Miller;
Curtis,

the entrenched Greek miners have
failed; A newspaper man who started up the hill toward them was stopped this morning by bullets. John
Stanoplis, supposed to be one of the
commanders of the garrison, attempted to negotiate today for the entire
supply of guns in the Bingham general store.
FEDERALS

TO SURROUND

Cty

Ft. Sumner and Albuquerque Cantaloupes
PHONE 262.

The Store With a Conscience

arrested.

Every Woman
is Interesteo ana snouia Know
annnt the wonderful

MARVEL Whirling Spray
The new Veginal Syringe
IT
mostconveuient.
cleanses Instantly.

Cest

32nd ANNUAL
New Mexico Slate Fair

Ask your drugglstfor it.
1
ft
h
onnnnt
FJCAOVPI .
nn Other
1.
i
UUVK

rrtva'iill nartlnir

Tt

rl

ocai'-k-

WiAftVEL

V

CO., 4 East 23d Strut. New York:

Colonist

ALBUQUERQUE.

Rates
OneWay

October 7, 8, 9, 10, II,

CALIFORNIA

TO

,

;

$30.00
CU-fl-

PORTLAND.ORE. AND
THE NORTHWEST

.

$0.J0

Dates of sale, Sept.
October 10th, 1912.
;i
s
allowed.
Remember the Low Summer
Tourist rates to California and return in effect until Sept. 30th, 1912.

visions which were becoming scarce
at Cananea. A trainload of copper bullion was shipped out.
There are about 300, federal troops
there and the place is in no immediate danger of molestation by
rebels
Douglas. Ariz., Sept. 19 The preliminary examination of E. S. O'Reilly,
R. Hi O'Keefe and G. J. Jones, for alleged violation of the presidentialof
proclaiuuUou prohibiting the entry toarms into Mexico, was postponed
of
day until Saturday. - The inability
United States Attorney J. K. Morrison
to be present caused the delay in the
hearing of the alleged filibusters.
FEDERALS LOSE.
batMonterey, Mex., Sept ,19 In a
tle between eighty federal soldiers
and 250 rebels near Muzqutz, Coahuila,
yesterday, the federals were defeated
with considerable loss, according t?
reports reaching here today.
A detachment of 100 federals was
sent from here today to the relief of
is
the government forces. Muzquiz
of
Eagle
southwest
100
miles
about
Pass, Texas.

Columbus

FlightsBase Ball, Carnival Shows,
EVERY DAY

FRANK A. STORTZ

D. K. B. SELLERS,
President.

Secretary.

Santa Fe. N. M.

WILLIAM FARAII

Day

Horse Racing, Airship

Stop-over-

H. S. LUTZ

M2.

-

Saturday,

to

25th

12,

Opening Day
Monday,
"State Day"
Tuesday,
Wednesday, "Good Roads Day"
Thursday, Albuquerque Day
;
.Firemen's Day
Friday,

SECOND CLASS TICKETS,

EMIL MIGNARDOT

THE

Capital Bar COLORADO Proprietor.
SALOON
Bottle or Glass
JOHN HAMPEL,

of
An Ice Cold
Lemp's Beer will kill your

thirst

FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Family Trade Supplied.
SANTA FE, N. M.
259 San Francisco St.

1

California Wine will
put blood in your veins I
A Drink of Old Taylor Whiskey
will make you forget your
u
troubles !
(,

A Ulass of

;

Phone Orders Attended To Promptly

FIRST STATE FAIR,

rifiAP

IMPORTED

and DOMESTIC
255 San Francisco St.

Alhunueraue.

N. Afl.
WLM OCTOBER 7th To 12th,

Phone 239 W

OROZCO

(Continued from page one.)

String Beans
Mangos,
New Honey 15c lb.

Green Chili,

g

ed

d

75c
Eibertas, fancy large, per box
6c
Tomatoes Native, Fine, solid, per lb
3 lbs, for 25c
Tomatoes Extra fancy pack

PIRATES' PLANS TO
CAPTURE STEAMER BLOCKED.
Hong Kong, Sept. 19. Pirates who
had planned to seize the steamer Kwa-ipinwhile she was bound for Heung-shan-,
at the mouth of the West River,
were thwarted today by the arrival of
a warship. On board the Kwaiping
several confederates of the pirates
were found, fully armed. They were

x

Bingham, Utah, Sept. 19. Chief
SAWED IT.
Steele said at noon that the
Deputy
.694
Douglas, Ariz., Sept. 19. Colonel proposed attack on the fortified min.625
Ramon Vasquez and Captain Theodore ers would be postponed until the gov.609
held for conspiracy to vio- ernor and concilation party reached
.504 Rodriguez,
the neutrality law, sawed their camp and decided upon a course of
.467 late
out of jail here last night. They action.
.414 way
Bingham is quieter this afterarrested last July for alleged noon than
were
at any time since the
.372
in the
.319 participation
strike
began.
conspiracy and were to
Efforts to open communication with
have been taken to El Paso today to

5c

Peaches

Metallic Cartridge Co.
New York

l2c

PearsCIapp Favorite, per lb
Pears Bartletts, per lb

C

THEIR WAY;
Pet. SAW
THEN

Hen-drix-

...

.

Fresh Fruit and Vegetables Daily

explosion behind the shot. That
can't beat out the pattern driven by a steel
gripped charge.
And with Eastern Factory Loading, uniformity of
speed and pattern is assured in each and every shell.
Arrow and Kitro Club Steel Lined Eastern
Shoot Remington-UMFactory Loaded Shells for cpoed plus pattern in any make of shotgun.

stand trial.
Apparently the fugitives received
41
.703 assistance from the outside.
Vas97
Boston;
.5961
57
. .S4
and Rodriguez are believed to
Washington
quez
.'
.595 have crossed the international
57
line
..83
Philadelphia
.493! to
70
68
Chicago
join the rebels at Colonia Morelos.
75 .468,
. ....... 6G
Detroit
76
.457
.64
Cleveland
SPENT $40,000 TO
4S
90 .348
New York
QUENCH HIS THIRST.
.341
91
47
St. Louis
St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 19. Waldemar
B. Archer, a lumberman well known
WESTERN LEAGUE.
here and in New Orleans, is in jail
Won Lost Pet. and admits forging eight checks for
61
.599
91
Denver..
an aggregate amount of $S2, after hav86
65 .570
Omaha
surrendered his savings of $40,-0068
.553 ing
84
St. Joseph
drink.
for
.510
73
76
Des Moines
Five years ago, according to his
.480
79
73
Lincoln
he retired as secretary cf
76 .479 statement,
.70
Sioux City
Lumber company, of ArMalvern
the
80 .477
73
Wichita
then he says he has
since
and
10& .329 kansas,
49
Topeka
wandered aimlessly from coast to
coast, spending his savings of $40,000,
GAMES.
principally for drink.
Won Lost

Try-one-

Modern Grocery Gomp'y.

In emlngtQnr-lJMArrow Shells, the steel
ling puts all the force of the

AWAIT GOVERNOR.

LEAGUE.

Won

A little want ad costs out a few
cents and brings wonderful results,
when published in the New Mexican.

Shoot

game

2
1

AMERICAN.

that met Cohan was weak.
Callahan was as sore as if he had
lost an extra inning game because of
a "punk" decision by the umpire, and
he is the hardest loser in the world.
When we returned to the hotel Callahan paid his respects to us in anything but complimentary words.
In New York, Peters, who travels
under the name of "Rube," and who,
by the way, was making his first visit
to the big city, asked one of the newspaper men with us if there was a
show on for that night. It seems that
Mr. Brady had sent Callahan tickets
for a couple of boxes, for one of his
performances.
"Sure there's a show for us?" answered the scribe. "Callahan haa all
the ticketsBought and Paid For' I
understand it's a great show."
"Well, I'm durned glad they're paid
"We won't get a
for," said Peters.
calldown this time if we don't boost."

Chairman.
Clerk.

Make sure y our

3

Philadelphia at Chicago.
Washington at St. Louis.
New York at Detroit.
Boston at Cleveland; two games.

(By Ed Walsh.)
Spitball Pitcher in the
World.
I've gotten many a laugh over some
stunt on or off the diamond, but it remained for "Rube" Peters, one of our
recruit pitchers, to put over the best
one I ever heard. Most of the White
Sox are still laughing over the incident, and Jimmy Callahan says he intends to use it in his monologue this
winter.
During our first trip to Boston last
spring, George Cohan was putting on
Minutes From
a revival of "Forty-FivBroadway." He sent Manager Callahan tickets for two boxes at the
opening performance. Callahan reminded us that in view of the courtesy
we should give Cohan the glad hand
on his entrance.
Interested in an argument that came
up, we lost our cue, and the applause

M. O. ORTIZ,

3

9
Cincinnati
(Called end of ninth inning, account
of darkness.)
Mathewson and Wilson, Meyers;
Fromme and Clark.

Greatest

Y PINO,

Work for the New Mexican. It is
Each bid must te accompanied by
certified check In the sum of ten working for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state.
per cent of the amount of bid.

(2nd game) R. H. E.

New York

Attest:

JOSE ORTIZ

&

and

Suggs

Wilson;

Mexico.

i

ed.

H.E.

R.

New York

also-submi-

;

SHOT SHELLS

19, 1912.

t
Parties desiring so to do, may
plans and prices ol their own,
and the Board of Commissioners reserves the right to reject any and
all bids or to accept any bid made
that In their judgment Is for the best.
Interest of Santa Fe County, . New

Kin-rif-

ARROW MS
THE BEST BASEBALL STORY

SEPT.

THURSDAY,

MEXICAN

u

One Fare for the Round Trip From All Points in
New Mexico to Albuquerque.

.

ma

w .C.T.U.

FROM SANTA

Many new

CONVENTION

PORTLAND, ORE.
Oct. 18 to 26th; 1912

FE, N. M.

FR0M SANTA FE' N' M

$3-45

'

attractions this year. Bigger and better than ever
DON'T FAIL TO ATTEND.

Return Limit, Oct. 14th, 1912
Dates of Sale Oct. 4th to 12th.
to California on sale Daily
Rates
Tourist
Remember the Low Summer
Until September

H. S. LUTZ,

$60.00

30th.

Santa Fe, New Mex.

Agent.

Direct Routes, via Denver and Salt
Lake.

'

$76.50

Denver, the
other way via California.
Dates of Sale Oct 12, 14, 15. . Re' J
turn limit Nov. 15th, 1912. ;
Santa Fe, N. M.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.
Going one way via

PEERLESS BAR
Fine

Imported

and

Domestic

Wines, Liquors

AND CIGARS

GREGG & COLE, Props.

Cycle
Pope Motor
Horse Power
4

PRICE, $165.00
j
With Imported Magneto.
witbout a doubt with trouble

ASMotorOycle

'
,
left at the factory.
blad
and
A really effective kidney
der medicine must first stop the pro
cure the
gress of the disease and then
conditions that cause it Use Foley
bladKidney Pills for all kidney and
irregulariand
troubles
urinary
der
'
ties. They are safe and reliable.
"
They help quickly and permanently.
LIGHT. BILBHT ASD BBtl ABLK.
In the yellojW package. ;. For sale by
PASM BROS.. Aft$. Santa fe
all druggists.

iHENRY

;

KRICIte

DISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
;

BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Agent for Aztec Spring Mineral Water,
:
Santa Fe, New Mex.
TELEPHONE 35 J
,

THURSDAY, SEPT.

Established

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

19, 1912.
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A D I E S! I WATCH
You Will

COL LYON TELLS WHOjL

THEY ARE
Marshal Seciuidino Itomero is
Find the
at the Palace hotel.
Dr. V. S. Losey, of Las Vegas, is
at the Palace hotel.
SPEAKERS FOLLOWING ROOSEVELT
Styles In
Mrs. 11. S. Garcia, of Plnos Wells,
AROUND
ARE REPUDIATED IN THEIR
lc visiting friends in the city.
M. O'Neill, the mining man of
OWN STATES OF IOWA AND ILLINOIS,
AT
is at the European hotel.
HE SAYS
Lee C. Davis, of the United States
MRS. W. LINDflARDT,
survey, is in the city an business.
II. P. Taylor, a cattleman of Clav-Callinc attention t
125 Palace Ave.
ton, is registered at the Montezuma of the men sent out by the Taft man-'
hoiel.
to
.follow:
Colonel
UP
agers
Roosevelt
Dr. and Mrs. Pwight Al'.ison have 'on his, speech-makiiif- ;
He hud one chained up In
Colonel 'mounted.
tour,
"A.:
returned from their honeymoon spent Cecil
Lyon mado the following! book's drug store the other day and
in St. Louis, and left this morning icr statement at Albucjuercnm yesterday it was amusing to see the number of
people who were fooled. Stuffed ani-- j
uheir home in Taos.
evening:
t liBUIl .uuis, uiuj ui luruiur uuver- .i ...nl.i,i liUo to call attention to mailt are coming Into favor as store
window decorations.
nor andMrs, W. J. Mills, has returned the character and the
significance of
Hackenschmidt, the strong
man,
from a trip abroad and is spending a (lie Taft managers
Bending Messrs. man, said: "I eat line chocolates to
few days in Las Vegas.
Hi
of
and
of
MiHarlan,
Illinois,
de,
Bain strength." Pin Ton is the name
Mrs. A. C. E. Von Nybeuheim with
nnesota, to try to follow .Mr. Roose- ot the best.
her four children will arrive tomorrow velt. These men are scut out of
!
For Saturday only we are going to
evening from Minneapolis to join Cup- - nois and Minnesota because they are
tain Von Nybenheim, recently appoint- known In their own states and are Bell ladies overcoats at 10 per cent
discount. Largest stock and the kit-- :
ed superintendent of the national worthless as allies in
them, having est novelties.
Salmon's.
cemetery.
lost every particle of prestige.. At the
A. W. Wormwood, proprietor of the
From 42 to 72 Degrees
was the
in
and
Illinois
Minnesota
primaries
Sunnyhurst orchard at Espanola, was there was 82 delegates and only two range in temperature in Santa Fe yein the city today on his way back
sterday, with 22 per cent relative hit-- j
l
tnr Mr Taft SIO hiincr
from Albuquerque, where hj look part L
midity. Yesterday's weather is thus
,
t.
,Ir
described
in the welcome given Coionel Roose- - Mr.
by the experts: "Clear and
to
Roosevelt is certain
carry at
...11
me
veil
morning, witn a very
the election and Mr. Taft will be ci.oi infrost euny
the first of the season in1
Dr. W. j. Brown passed through third in each
of them. Messrs. Harlan light re
alley. Cucumbers, squash,
Sjnta
the city today on bis way to Lspanola,
and Bede represent luiosevelt states tomatoes
V,
and tender leaves and vines
where he has a fine ranch. Dr. Brown. who win have
nothing to do with 01 egetables were partially destroyed M
was one of the prominent -- progresso the Taft people are using!.,, iI'Uii'eu
hv tins trost.
The day
.
sives who went to the Duke City to L.them,
eisewnere.
was
rand
(,u,a
,ji,,asant wj(h ;l m,,an
Colonel
welcome
Theodore Roosevelt,
Mr. Harlan, of Illinois, is one of temperature of i 7 degrees or ;!
progressive candidate for president.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Haynes Mr. Lorinier's followers and support-- ; grees below the
Another Great Picture at the Elks
Ben Arthur ers, and his use by the Taft men is
and their grandson,
the kind of
tonight is "Tis Mother." Don't miss
Castle, have returned from a lengthy characteristic of Mr. Harlan support
was re-- ; it.
they are getting.
visit in San Francisco.
Lorimer's
talned
friend,
Moxley,
by
Former Postmaster E. C. Burke, to
defend him in suits brought for vio- - BRYAN BREAKS ICE
prominent progressive, went to Albu-- ; latins the butterine law, and this was;
IN MONTANA TODAY,
querque yesterday, making the trip the
him over to
that
brought
bridge
per auto.
lie is entitled
the Lorimer intrest.
Butte, Mont.. Sent. HI. Democratic
J. G. Hall, a cattle man of El Paso,
to no more and no less respect than leaders from all over the state, gather- is in the city visiting friends.
his chief, the expelled Senator Lori-- j ed here today to greet William Jen-- !
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Jones, of
mer, and his assaults on Mr. Koose- - nings Bryan, who entered Montana
risburg, 111., are in the city. Mrs. velt and his statements about the Chi-- this afternoon for a two
days' cam-- ;
Jones is a cousin of State Senator
convention are simply falsehoods paign tour, lie was met at the state'
ic&go
w
hom
had
she
Benjamin F, Pankey,
which he knows to be falsehoods when line today by Sam V. Stewart, demo-- '
not seen for 30 years. Mr. and Mrs. he utters them.
cratic nominee lor governor, who
Jones will leave this afternoon to
(Signed) "COL. CECIL A. LYON."
companied him throughout the day.
visit Senator Pankey's vast ranch.
MRS. "PAT" CAuiPBELL
AT DEATH'S DOOR.
AVOID
London,
Sept. 19. Mrs. Patrick
Campbell, the actress, is said to be
critically ill. Four specialists, who
THE WEATHER FORECAST.
were called, differed as to the cause
Denver, Colo., Sept. ID The V
of her illness. For two days she was
for New .Mexico is, to-- V
forecast
unconscious, but today her condition
'
fair and warmer
night
generally
was reported somewhat improved.
in northwest
- And
portion; Friday
Many Unsuccessful
.
generally cloudy, possibly rain. V
Worse auttenng Utten TOl- f V Cold
weather in northeast por- V. S.

For display of Ladies' new
e
Fall Suits, Coats and

Correct

COMPANY

One-piec-

MILLINERY

Dresses. Also a beautiful line of Auto Scarfs,
Mufflers and Sweaters.'.

Cer-rillo-

Cool Weather Specials

1

.

We are Always Headquarters on the

Cold

mean comfort on these chilly evenings
and the colder days to come. .'. .. .

1111--

Men's, Boys', Ladies', Misses' and Children's SWEATERS in the New Styles.
Look them over. A good Sweater is far

IN

.

The Very Latest

I

BLANKETS, COMFORTS

IN

Ladies, Misses' and children's

Sweaters, Coat, Dress Goods
and Trimmings

nat-cim-

..

.'.

JULIUS H. GERDES

'

Weather Items, those things that

cheaper than a doctor bill.

OUR WINDOWS

.

COMPANY

SEU6IUN

ADOLF
I

DRY

GOODS

I

CO.

'

7

'

22Some

up-to-the-mi-

nute

j

UNITED STATES BANK ft TRUST CO.

CAPITAL 850,100 00
a General Banking Business

Does

IltMb
Bird's Eye Maple Bedroom Suits,
tUKNIIUKI:

Bungalow or Twin Brass Beds.
A

1

,

Special Sale on all Ingrain

j

Your Patronage Solicited
N.

6.

LAUGHLIN,

President.

J.

W.

L GRIFFIN, Cashier

B. LAMY,

LOCAL

UNDERTAKING

THE

WOMEN,

FOR

IE

Small Fruit;

Eight-roo-

m

House, Stable and Other

ACRES ON ACEQU1A MADREPart of
Tract in Alfalfa and IS Fruit Trees in Bearing.

Irrigation.

LOWJRICE

J

Mile from

TO PURCHASER IF

Plaza.

Phone, Red 189.
:
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
119San Francisco St.,

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL
License Numbers,

66-6-

DIRECTORS

or Night Phone,
Next Door to Postoffice.
Day

I JO

Red.

Why Wait?

SEND YOUR OPTICAL REPAIRS DIRECT TO

i Dispensing Optician
NEW MEXICO.

E. LAS VEGAS,

Stomach '
Biliousness and Bad Taste
Gone By Morning.

H. S.

Mil

8

PEARS
and PLUMS
We can also supply you with
FT. SUMNER CANTALOUPES

the finest cantaloupes grown.

NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

We have just received
shipment of
CHASE & SANBORN S

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer.

104 DON

V

Prompt Attention and the Best
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Telephone 9 W

OASPER ST.

paper makes a live town.
are making a live paper. Read it.

A live

WE WILL MAIL YOU $1

for each Set or old False Teeth send us.
Highest prices pi Id for old Gold, SUver,
old Watched, ' Broken Jewelry and Precious Stones.
.
MONET RBKD BY RETTRN MATT.

I

81 J

SMELTING

&

REFIMNG
ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS

St Philadelphia,
to dentists

Chestnut

CO.

Pa.

We will bay your Gold Fillings, Gold Scrap,
and Platinum. Highest prices paid.

RAPID DELIVERY SERVICE

If you want the best in

FOR SALE GROCERIES, FIRUrS
J20-ACR- E

PIIILA.

Best Coffee and Teas

RANCH

AND VEGEETABLES

all under fence, eood imnrovr- ments, lots of water. Fine hay
.land and farm land with a fine
crop on it and about 40 head of
cattle. Six miles from railroad H.
and 7 miles from the mountain
Sell at a bargain. Address,

FRANK DAVIS,
Moriarty,

N. At

GO TO

S.

.KAUI

KAR auto lur hire. 1'bone

The following letter from Mrs. Orville
uock wj show how unwise it is for wo- men to submit to the dangersof a surgical
operation when often it may be avoided

to 5 p. m.
An Invitation

A cordial invitation is
extended the general public to attend
the reception to be given by the Moth- ler's Club in honor of Prof, and Mrs.
Wagner and the teachers of the pub-'lischools, at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Asplund Friday evening,
The Librarian, by Kdison, at the
Elks tonight. See it.
Get an antl splasher for your faucet,

I....L!

TK--

TT

T.-JI- ..

I.l

IT

GO

Where Prices are Lowest
v for SafeOtull ty

.

.

She was four weeks in
the hospital and came home suf- l'ering worse than hefore.
Compound.

Here is tier own statement.
Paw Paw, Mich. "Two years ago I
suffered very severely with a displace ..
ment. I could not
be on my feet for a
long time. My phy
sician treated me for
several months with- out much relief and W

f

Ann Arbor for an operation. I was there
four weeks and came
home sufferingworse
My
than before.
mother advised me to
Vegetable Com- try Lydia E. Pinkham's
TPnrltnr T am nrl artA
Tniirr1 onrl T
"
"'
"r."
t"'
strong anu uo an my own nousew OrK. 1
Vegetable Compound and "advise my
friends who are afflicted with any female
tn trv it " Mm nRVTT.r.n
Rock, R. R. No. 6, Paw Paw, Michigan.
If you are ill do not drag along until
an operation is necessary, but at once
take Lydia . Pinkham's Vegetable

15c

at

Goebels.

Back from Coast Judge John It.
McFle has returned from the annual
G. A. R. encampment held at Los Angeles and says the Angelenos did
themselves honor by the way they entertained the 10,000 veterans. The

judge says music was not lacking nor
was the enthusiasm.
Saturday our Hart Schaffner &
Marx suits and overcoats on display.
Come and get first pick out of our
eautiful stock. Salmon's.
Die in Duke City News has just
been received 'of the death in Albu- querqiwof Mm. Rnoamacion Montoya,
mother of Nestor Montoya, formerly
speaker of the house of representatives and editor of La Bandera Americana. Mrs. Montoya formerly resided In Santa Fe and had many friends
here. The funeral will take place Saturday.
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for rem.
The finest rooms in the city, having
ail Modern conveniences, Including
electric light, steam heat and baths.
The European Hotel, centrally located. State Progressive Headquarters' in the hotel.
SCOUTS ATTENTION.

LL

STREET.

FIRE

INSURANCE
of from 25

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER, 2
O
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building,

Santa Fe,

N. M.

m

LIABILITY

HEALTH

ACCIDENT

and
of Santa Fe are invited. to
The . people
visit the Largest m-r.
.
.
.
..
. .
ii
Kesi jewelry More in ine cny ana inspect our tuurLcic
3
LINE of

......

.

?

"ALAIN" SILVER PLATED WARE

4

This is the Highest Grade Plated Ware on the Market, and
we carry two desirable patterns, the

jt

DIANA AND THE BRIDE'S "BOQUET.

H. C. YONTZ,

Reliable

V

San Francisco"

Street

SWEET PEAS
JAMES C. McCONVERY,
::::

Phone. W 204.

1415 Palace Avenue

Compound.

For thirty years it has been the standard remedy for women's ills, and has
restored the health of thousands of suffering women. Why don't you try it?

!l

e

i

FURNITURE CO.

R

to 30 acres within one mile
n
of Plaza. All under fence, 4 or 5 acres
ra
No
in Alfalfa,
Buildings.
2
Price $1800
7i
On which Reasonable Terms can be Secured. C
7Z

Tract

,.,!!.

Man's Face Is Often f!is Fortune
Or at Least His Capital I
A

Where Do You Get Shaved ?

SAWYER'S
Give Him a Trial.

I
IH

IS THE BEST PLACE
East of the Plaza.

w

MAtES

fiBl

POULTRY AND

STOCK

FOOD

We have our own mill run by electricity, and
can furnish pure, cleencorn chop either coarse
medium or fine, as meal for the little chicks'
.We can grind any mixture that is desired o;
...k
i,..f m;it
let, oats, kaffir corn, bran, etc.
15 lb. pkg., $ .65
1.20
Green Cut Bone and Meat
301b. "
100 lb. sack, 3.75
Every farmer and every family that has even a few chickens
should have cut bone and meat to feed them. It improves
their health and makes them lay.
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.

pi

iL.j:((n..m.

I

POULTRY AND VETERINARY REMEDIES

INSURANCE

PRATT'S

REAL

ESTATE

City Property, Farms,
Ranches, Orchards,
Land Grants, Etc

Surety Bonds

The first fall hike of the Boy Scouts
will be held on Saturday Sept. 21st.
The scouts will leave the Scout rooms
at 10 a. m. under command of CapOf
tain Cartwright At the rendezvous
instruction
and
dinner will be served
in rifle and wing shooting given.
Telephone 194 W., Room 24
JAMES A. ROLLS,
Scoutmaster.
Gets 2 Coyotes. Jack Collins has
LAIGHLIN BUILDING,
received two coyotes which look very
much' alive so well have they been SANTA FE
- - NEW MEX ICO

VETERINARY

COLIC CURE;

GUARANTEED.

W
m

Fire, Life, Accident,
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc.

All Kinds.

a

i

A Warning.

j

Th eHcme Grcwn Fruit Season
is on and we are offering to the
narticular housewife the best to
to be had in

lows. Mrs. Rock's Case

X X

Whenever you see a well dressed
man bet your last dollar that he
uouSHt tnis outfit at Salmon's.
A
OU..... .1 .11,,. I'll. tr..,irrl,t
.. k,
Don't miss it.
Pin Ton is the name of the famous
chocolates which will arrive in a few
days from Los Angeles.
The Woman's Auxiliary The Woman's Auxiliary and the Guild of the
Church of the Holy Faith will meet at
2:30 o'clock tomorrow afternoon at the
home of Mrs. Cecilia Hogle.
For reliable electric work see
Sparks. Prices always reasonable,
service prompt.
The Ladies' Aid society of St. John's
Methodist church will meet at the
of Mrs. Harvey Oatnian, 215
Garfield avenue Friday afternoon at
2:30 instead of Mrs. F. P. Sturges as
was announced.
PHYSICIAN, registered, wants to
know of a location where experienced
doctor is needed. References. Ad- -

2

CO.

PEACHES,

CORRICK LIVERY BARN

S

Furred Tongue, Bad Taste, Indigestion, Sallow Skin and Miserable
Headaches come from a torpid liver
which cause
and clogged bowels,
your stomach to become filled with
undigested food, which sours and fer- ments like garbage in a swill barrel.
That's the first step to untold mis- fonl
gases, bad
ery indigestion,
breath,' yellow skin, mental fears,
everything that is horrible and nause-jhom- e
ating. A, Cascaret tonight will give;
your constipated bowel a thorough
cleansing and straighten you out by
morning. They work while you sleep
box from your druggist
a '
will keep you feeling good for months.
...... ...........
ATiiHonn nf men atirt wnmen tnkp n ,
Cascaret now and then to keep their
Regardless of political faith, thej
liver and bowels regulated. American people all have sweet
moment.
and never know a miserable
teeth. Watch for the arrival of Pin
Don t rorget tne cnuoren meir nine Ton chocolates.
insides need a good, gentle cleansing
Dr Ciifford s. Losey, the Eye, Ear.
too
xose and Throat Specialist of Las Ve- .
gas, will be at the Palace Hotel, Sep
Hours
tember 19th, 20th, and 21st.

Accurate WorkQuick Returns!

of

KASNER

$.$

111 tf--

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

TAUPERT,

S S

Jk

BOWE L CLEANSER

TAKEN AT ONCE

x

i,i0

Headache,' Sour

OX. WATSON & CO.
Jj

RES T

CASCARETS

SIX

All, Under

FIRE

a

Buildings.

IN ALL ITS BRANCHES

SAN FRANCISCO

OPERATION

Two Acres in Orchard and

AKERS-WAGNE-

Delton Carpets!

i

A famous remedy for all classes of colic, acute indigestion and bloat. This wonderful remedy has
a record of curing SSS cases out of 1,CC0. It is a
quick, sure and reliable cure for all cases of colic.
50 cents
Price,
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.
PRATT'S GUARANTEED EGG PRODUCER Prevents chicken
choleia. roup and
Pratt's Poultry Regulator
gapes and common ailments.
makes little chicks grow fast and develops them into big lay
ers. Keeps fowl healthy and in good laying condition.
Full directions with each' package, . . . Price, 25 cents
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.

PT1

PRATT'S ANIMAL REGULATOR
FOR HORSES.CATTLE.SHEEP,

HOGS.DAIRY COWS.&c.

Because it works directly on the blood, bowels,
and digestive organs of the animal; it builds up
horses, cures hog cholera in its early
stages, makes pigs grow quickly and fatten rap- ' "idly; dairy cows give more milk.
Full directions on each package, . . Price, per pkg., 25c
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.
run-dow-

n

3
--
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Santa Fe

SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.

THE

New Mexican
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Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice
Published Daily
The Santa Fe New Mexican
The New Mexican Review
English Weekly
El Nuevo Mexicano
Spanish Weekly

19, 1912.
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,

'

The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
President

Bronson M. Cutting

General Manager

Charles M. Stauffer

The Ranch of the

Editor
Associate Editor

J. Wight Giddings

William F. Brogan

the Year Round.

Rockies--Ope- n

Beautiful Illustrated Booklet on request.

tut

VALLEY RANCH, N. M.

THE VALLEY RANCH,

.iiiiiiiimiw'""

'm

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Dally, tlx months, by mall

Daily Per Ouarter, by mail
12.50 Daily per quarter, by earrler.

Weekly, per year

$1.00

Dally, par

year; by mall..
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post will be placed at the corner of
each section, a 4x4 post will be put at
the corner of each 40 acres, and a
6x6 post five feet high will be placed
in the center of each section with a
THEODORE ROOSEVELT.
board on same describing the section. The surveying of this tract will
begin next Monday. A contract has
For
also been let to Manuel Pena for
grading and grubbing a 15 foot road
to each 40 acres of the entire tract.
This tract of land was bought about
HIRAM W. JOHNSON.
a year ago from 'Shull Brothers by
W. D. Murray, E. A. Lane, T. L. Lowe
and other Silver City parties.
For Member of Congress,
Briton S. Brown, who has been for
two years in the employ of the
Graphic, left Deming Saturday for
MARCOS C. DE BACA.
New Orleans where he will spend
some time. He goes from there to
The Roosevelt electors in New Mexico are Dr. Thomas of Chaves Florida to reBide permanently.
county, Elmer E. Studley of Colfax county and George Armijo of Santa Fe
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
county. In voting for Theodore Roosevelt, every voter should remember that
he must vote for the three Roosevelt electors "who in turn will vote for Mr. Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Roosevelt in the electoral college if elected. He also should remember
August 15, 1912.
that those electors are merely his agents, and if elected, are pledged to
Notice is hereby given that David
vote for Theodore Roosevelt. That is their only function in this election
and the only connection they have with the campaign. The opponents of Quintana, of Pojoaque, New Mexico,
Colonel Roosevelt are industriously circulating a report to the effect that who, on July 19, 1909, made Homestead
NE
SE
all that is necessary to vote for Theodore Roosevelt is to write his name Entry No. 010716, for S
SE 4
NE
SE
N
Vote
the
and
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for
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true.
not
is
This
ballot.
presidential
the
upon
NE 4 SW
S
NE
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help elect Theodore Roosevelt.
For President,
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CLEANING HOUSE.

The old guard says it cleaned house at Albuquerque during the state
convention. What they swept out of the house or whom, has not yet de-

veloped.
Most of us know what housecleaning means. It is a thorough renovation
of everything in the house and the throwing aside of the useless, the worn
Things are all freshened up and rejuvenated.
out, the old, the undesirable.
The house looks different.
Looking over the G. O. P. house, since its alleged cleaning, it is difficult to see just what was done. Charles Spiess is still on the lid, occupying
a more prominent position than ever; Herbert Clark is still there, promoted
to higher honors; Senator Catron was there doing the keynoting; H. B. Holt
was the usual chairman of the resolutions committee. Where was the clean
ing done, and who was cleaned?
Did they consider the sending of H. O. Bursum back to his sheep ranch,
unrecognized and uncared for, a purt of the cleaning of the house; or did
it consist in deposing Venceslao Jaramillo from the state chairmanship?
If there was a "house cleaning" it is not visible to the naked eye of the
J
There must be a mistake somewhere. The as- ii
common everyday citizen.
r
m
Tur DvcTaunro
DldlnivULit
surance given out by the old guard must be a part of the old program and a I
A
,..,timi.tinn nf niri methods, with the soothing assertion that they are going
which
of
the
people
old
same
of
story
the
is
reiteration
a
but
It
to be good.
have become tired, and have grown to regard as fiction, which it is. mck
of it all is the gaunt spectre of selfishness; the greedy spirit of personalTA, TA, ABSINTHE.
indifinterest- of dictation; of utter disregard of others; of cold blooded
After October 1, the stuff that
themown advantage and
dreams are made from, the festive,
imus nw ovomhrifiv lint their
lerence ul bvci j .1,1
elves.
convivial, fanciful, vision producing
That is what opened the eyes of the people of New Mexico, and what absinthe is to be ostracised in Amerhas brought about this movement and the demand for a new deal. It has all ica.
been borne with a patience that was abused until that much overriden quality
A year ago France restricted
the
ceased to be a virtue, and this galling imperlousness could no longer be manufacture and sale of absinthe.
endured.
France produces more of the extract
The "housecleaning" has come too late. It should have been done last of wormwood than any ether country,
take
renovation
a
was
insistent
that
demand
fall at Las Vegas, when the
if absinthe is bad for the Frenchleaders who are still and
place. It was unheeded then by the same perennial
man, according to Secretary Wilson, it
sitting in the saddle.
is bad for the Yankee. Secretary WilIt is too late. The people are going to clean the political house, them- son's interpretation of the food and
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The Security Offered by Our
Safe Deposit Vaults

t,

"All of Today's News Today"

S

W

E give to patrons the advantages
of new and modern vaults rein-

forced and barricaded with Yale

Deposit Locks.
The Yale system of locking is known
around the world as the most sturdy, the
most impregnate.
Every box in our vault is protected by
a special guard mechanism and a double
set of tumblers.
Entrust your valuables to us, they
will be safe from fire as well as theft.
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you know what you told her. She E
was the sun, moon and stars. You 10, Township 19 N., Range 6 E., N. M.
could not stay away from her with P. Meridian, has filed notice of Inten
proof, to es
any comfort or happiness to yourself. tion to make three-yea-r
Wi 11 the little woman in China but tablish claim to the land above de
V0U5ed the thought that every woman scribed, before Register or Receiver.
EDDY DELGADO, PROPRIETOR.
who loves her husband wants to see U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, New
MANUFACTURER OF
him at other times than just meal Mexico, on the 10th day of October,
Balleta
Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
Blankets,
Rugs,
1912.
times.
Mexican
and
Heavy Rugs made of Native
Designs,
names
as
witnesses:
Claimant
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.
Pedro Gomez, Severo Gonzales, Es
"LET GEORGE DO IT."
Both Native and Garmantown Wool Used.
I received a communication
this tanislao Gonzales, Dalfldo Gomez, all
Send for Price List and Full Information.
Mexico.
New
of
Ildefonso,
morning, signed as the usual one that
119 Don Gaspar Avenue.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
is
comes into the editorial
office
Register.
signed, when the party sending it, desires to be in the dusky background,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
and aims to be the power behind or
the unseen influence or something Departmeni. of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
like that..
selves.
drugs act prohibits the importation of
Forest.
are
Pecos
li
communications
These
August 15, 1912.
usually
the product of any nation that re
or
or
as
Notice
is
"Justice"
given that Ramon
hereby
initials,
by
signed
stricts the sale of such product.
some
WILSON WAS PEEUED.
that Indi- Quintana of Pecos, New Mexico, who,
name,
to
be
Wilson
Tama
Jim
reprofesses
cates something great, or somebody on August 28, 1907, made Homestead
The progressive leaders were very much interested in the press
head- only a farmer, but it does look as if who has
and left a Entry No. 11930, for S 2 SW
done
ports of Governor Wilson's day at Syracuse on September 12th. The
he had something of the jurist in him name on the something,
NW
Section 8,
of the world's Section 5, N
lines in four of the New York dailies contain these words:
pages
MABSON & MENDENHALL, Proprietor!.
"Wilson Rebuffs Dix and Murphy In Speech and Action At Syracuse He too, and that he had construed the law history. The effusion which came to Township 17 N., Range 12 E., N. M.
sense.
a
hors
from
of
good
standpoint
Times.
is
of
Their
Plans."'
this
J.
to
the
desk
notice
filed
has
Shows
signed
AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN,
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
morning
Principal Meridian,
Hostility
Plainly
r
Intention to make
"Wilson Sneaks Against Governor Dix Returns Home Angry Refused A thing that is too swift for the E. S.
proof, to
Frenchman is certainly too fast a
It is instructive in character as well establish claim, to the land above deTo Be Photograhped With Murphy and. Left Luncheon." Sun.
LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
"Wilson Publicly Snubs Murphy and Dix at State Fair Compelled To mover for the people of the U. S., and an showing a tendency to scold. The scribed, before Register or Receiver.
the people of burden of the letter is to the effect U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, New
Sit With Them at Luncheon, He Leaves Table Early and Refuses To Be if absinthe makes
the speediest nation on earth see that the Sunday closing law is being Mexico, on the 11th day of October
Photographed With Them." American.
European Rate, $1.00 and up,
Among 1912.
"Governor Wilson Snubs C. F. Murphy at State Fair; Chills Mr. Dix's things, it will have the same propor- violated without hindrance.
Aton
of
the people
other other things, this unsigned letter Claimant names as witnesses:
tionate effect
Hopes Democratic Presidential Nominee at Syracuse Evades Tammany
American Plan, $2.50 and up.
says :
Ricardo Valencia, Jofe Maria Gar
tention and Tells Committee That a Strong Progressive Must Be Named." nations, as well.
at
are
We
a
can
as
enougu
snouia
moving
you,
rapid
eaitor,
Herald.
tneir!(iun0i prudencla Gonzales, all of Pe
This paragraph in the news columns of one of the papers seems to sum pace anyway here in our own United attention to the fact that the officers C0B N M . Aniceto Gonzales, of San
sworn
States. We are seeing things at night should not forget their
duty ta Fe, New Mex.
up the day:
MANUEL R. OTERO,
"He (Governor Wilson) refused to talk politics with Governor Dix and and in the day time too, without the with reference to this very highly and
Also: "It would
or
Mr. Murphy and he left a luncheon at which ths seating arrangements placed stimulus of absinthe or any other important matter."
Rooms en
Register
be a good Idea for some of your rehim conspicuously with these gentlemen and others who are at the head dream producer.
Distance
and
Local
to
furnish
the
Telephones in
Long
We do not need absinthe.
grand jury
There porters
of the organization in the state. When he left Syracuse the Governor was
informaa
court
with
and
the
of
of
a
litt'Jj
other
lot
are,
course,
things
cold
rooms. Hot
angry."
PILLS
CHICHESTER
The progressive leaders were interested in these reports because they that we have that we do not need, buc tion along this line."
IIRANV.
idea"
be
electric
a
so.
It
Just
"good
LiMflfH!
might
adAak
Irruuliit tor
wondered why Governor Wilson was angry. They asked whether this wasn't the eradication of any one is an
yottr
C'ttlh-Ur,IMumona TlranlA
IMIli in IUd and Hold iTirtalliAV
the same Woodrow Wilson whose letter of regret to a Tammany Hall cele- vance in the right direction, and this for J. E. S. or any other citizen to
waled with Blue Ribbon. V
LARGE, FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.
lcs, no
bration was published as recently as last Fourth of July? This is what the is particularly true of a drug, or pro- furnish the grand jury or the court
Tube
other. Knw of your v
this
information
little
tuBi.t.
a
with
Asb.r'iii.cin.TFn:
along
a
to
Governor had
ducer of unnatural enthusiasm, of
I1AS1NI lIHANIt I'll.l.S. lot tea
say at that time:
line. The New Mexican force is
years knr.wti as Best. Safest, Always Reliaolt
"I think it must be a matter of congratulation on the part of all lovers builder of dream stories.
n pv npiififircrs FVEPvifHFpic
is
$u
without
as
it
assuming
of America that the Society of Tammany should, through so many years,
It is an encouragment to know that pretty busy
The!
have maintained its celebration of the anniversary which is crowded with this is a day of reforms in very maur the role of Sherlock Holmes.
so many memories of the inspiring kind, not only for the people of the departments in life, politically, so- paper will aid in the enforcement of
of any
United States, but for the people of the world. It is upon hearths of this cially and in that branch formerly so law. The strict enforcement
If it is good it
law is its best test.
kind that the flame of liberty is kept burning."
I
Dr.
conducted
Now,
Wylie.
by
ably
on-- 1
The idea of keeping the flame of liberty burning upon the hearthstone of am glad to know that the agricultural Will HIHUU; 1L 1L IB UttU, no YCljr The
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
will be its undoing.
forcement
is
Tammany Hall
decidedly new and original.
department has entered the field and Sunday closing law should be as
HOME
has gone after the drink annex, restrictly enforced as any other law orj
from it the enticing and should be stricken from the statute
moving
THEY ARE STILL COMING.
seductive absinthe, which we do not books. That fs our position.
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled! Rooms en suit with
"We again renounce the larceneers who stole the
party's tag really need in either our business or The idea that a newspaper is the
at Chicago, and put the titles of political orthodoxy on republican
the backs of Penrose, social life.
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
catch-al- l
for unsigned opinions or
Crane and Gallinger."
Central Location.
Service
charges might as well fade away. The
Such was the editorial announcement in the
WOULD BE LIKE US.
Journal
Lewiston,
Is
as
Maine,
as
of
citizen
any
high
position
after stating that it had, long renounced bad bosses. For
The Burroughs is the only
THOS. DORAN, Rrorpietor.
the Lewiston
Large Sample Rooms.
Eleanor Gage writes an interesting in me worm, ma uuiy m mc uuui- Journal has been the leading republican paper in the state years,
mainorganization which
of Maine, and was. article on the new women of China. munity and the upholding
of the law
his
lifetime, edited by Congressman Dingley. author of the tariff bill
during
tains a regular department
They seem to be Interested in the new is as important. I conceive it to be
bearing his name, close friend of McKinley and stalwart republican
of System Research and SerThis emancipation movement. They are the duty of a newspaper to call atold tune republican paper in the editorial from which the
vice for the purpose of findabove quotation not suffragettes, these little people tention to evils that exist. The New
is taken, renounces allegiance to the republican
ing the right way to get figparty, and joins the pro- with the tiny shoes, but they seem to Mexican has not been backward t
ures and facts, and then furgressive movement, in the support of Roosevelt. Instead of waning this
so. But has not the citizen his
different
see
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v
muvemeiH is rauiuiv ana steam v ernwine' nnt ainno i tv, ..,
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nishes the machine to handle
duty.too? He Is too orten found tellthe Ameican
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at a price for the mathem
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are welcoming the change.
They
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
our representative may show
So I am calling attention to enforce- The old system of government control and the old methods of domina- equals by their husbands, in Tact
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things
are kept at home in a sort of do
tion have got to go. The day of the political boss has gone by. The
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whom it may, and If J. E: S. or any
Free of course.
of corporative dictation in legislation is a thing of the
slavery. They want to be a
past. A new era has mestic
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humanitarian.
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MANUEL R. OTERO.
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housefly got in among 'em or if 'the water supply was bad.
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A WOMAN'S GOOD LOOKS
Depend on her general health and freedom from pain. Many a woman

tlierh (applause), 1 ask that you re-fuse to elect thleveB, bosses, deading
looks old you
along like sheep. I ask that you
before her time because of those irregularities which are essentially feminine,
stand up as American citizens and
starting from eirly womanhood, she suffers from frequently recurring derangements
that upset her womanly health. If she be beautiful she grows into that mellow show that you have the right to judge
for 'yourselves, and that no one can
age without wrinkles and crowfeet about the eyes or the blue circles underneath.
It is invariably the rule that such women suffer little, or not at all, from womanly deliver your votes, and I ask that you
e
derangements which sup the health and leave in the face the
story of pain stand for the progressive national
and suffering. Dr.K. V. Pierce, tlie famous specialist in the diseases of women,
found
a prescription in his early practice that soothed the organism peculiar to woman-hoo- d ticket, and for Mr. Baca on the congressional ticket, in short, that you
oiled the machinery, as it were, of the human system and helped the woman
to pass those painful periods that
d
support the progressive cause, which
and aged her face. This remedy became
ino
Dr. fierce s favorite frescnption, that has 1b fundamentally the cause of the
benefited thousands of women and saved them from misery
people themselves, which endeavors to
ena suuering at different periods in life.
secure for the people the right to
JWiaaiEt3Sfli'A
Ml,s...i am nowHaukelyE. Piekce, of 244 Bright Street. Sarnio.Ont., writes! rule themselves, and to do justice to
i(4!m
a well woman alter Buffering for three years and doctoring
Wllh Severn different doctors, each Ann Ravine- - it. 9111a nwiuihrnir giiiYnr- every man and every woman through
ent, and the lost one, after putting me through a thorough examination,
out
this land, and 1 am saying this
said
wna
I
from a growth, which, in time, would result in
111 cancer, and Buffering
paid I would not livt mnm thnn twn vpiini if nnt mnv- through the mouth of one of the men
aud upon right away, I became hopelessly discouraged but would not Ir. my own
regiment whose child is
consent xn tne operation us 1 was too weak and too much afraid, but at
the advice of a
last,
I tried Dr.
my God Child.

1

tell-tal-

scar-line-

n

-
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PAGE SEVEN

was done for; we had handled him
in the primaries, and lie wishes
the
party to be. destroyed, because the
party had decided that his leadership
was at an end. That was true as to
Crane in Massachusetts, of Murphy in
New Jersey; Barnes and Guggenheim, '
on the other hand fighting in states!
where they hadn't direct primaries,
for their own political and financial
safety. They were fighting, because
if we won they knew that they were
done for 1 npoiitics, and they dared
not expose themselves to the chances
of the people themselves in deciding
who their leaders should be. They
thought that they could curry the
theft through and that we would but

S. Altaian
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No.
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& 2ta

THEIR

FOR THE
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SEASONS,

THAT

WANT!

FALL

'

FOR RENT 6 room house witj
furniture or not, Oct. 2. 1J. S. Low
ltskl.
FOR IlKNT Housekeeping and bed
rooms, modern. 17!) Palace Avenue,
Call :i0 .1.

CATALOGUE
AND WINTER

FOR KENT Four rooms for house- keeping. Private bath. 40(i San Frau-- ,
cisco street.

NOW READY, AND WILL BE

MAILED ON REQUEST.

FOK SALE Two slory residence on
acquiesce, and that four years from
avenue. Lot G0x24O feet. O. C,
iTalace
would still have the control
noy
they
Pierce's
through
friend,
and
ATTENTION IS ESPECIALLY DIRECTED TO Tl IE DEPARTMENTS
Watson & Co.
of the party machine and eume back.
ulter using two bottles of the 'Favorite Prescription ' medicines,
I immediately
And now, friends, I am asking you
lelt clianira. I also used two boxes of 'Healing Suppositories' and
We made up our minds that we
'ight boxes of Lotion Tablets,' and can safely praise the name of Dr.
FOR WOMEN'S,
to support us as a matter of simple
MISSES'
AND
CHILDREN'S
GARMENTS;
Pierce's medicines to all who suffer from any female disease, for these
FOR SaLE Fine black driving
- would prevent any such bosslsm, that
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or sixty days, and he would be fed and your fellows to make the condition of CRUISER DES MOINES
his wife being starved during the in- - all a little bit better, and while I ask
HAS REACHED TAMPICO.
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Pri'n I Wft nmn-ituunc (hot
iiiak mat
tiiau alia that of everybody, I ask it more of
D. C, Sept. 19. The
Washington,
The
be made to work and support his fam- the very
wealthy, of those who are cruiser Des Moines, the first Ameriily just as much when the state had better off, for this country wont be can
taken hold of him as before.
a pleasant place for any of us to live, of warship to touch the eastern coust
Mexico in more than a jcar, reachAnd now, my friends, everything unless we make it a fairly good place ed
Tampico last night.
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that I have spoken of represents mere- to live for everybody ln.
ly common sense and common usage.
Now, friends, I would like to talk
I am not
advocating any extraordinary to you for three hours. I have got so
or wonderful measure that needs a much to say. I have just merely out-- '
genius to put it through. I am advo- lined the things for which we stand,
'
cating only what will commend itself I ask you to support us because of the
UTESl III
to the honest man and honest woman, principles for which we stand; I ask!
if the'y will take the time to' think it you to support us because we stand
over. And, friends, I am not promis- for the elementary principles of Amer-- !
ing the millennian. I am not telling, lean citizenship; I ask you to come
you that any law, or any number of with us for it is through our platform
SERVING AND PLEASING
laws will make a man successful; if that the people can govern themselves
he hasn't got the stuff in him to make better than any outsider can govern
him successful, you can't get it out of them; that it is their duty not to rest
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him, because it isn't there to get out. until social and industrial justice is
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It is in civil life as it is in the army. done to every man and every woman
Y- that's one thing you are
I see men here who fought in the great within the limits of this great country
lookinK for in these days
war, and they know and each of you of ours.
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